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I n t r o d u c t i o n  

There’s something about the flexibility of Novell Identity Manager that spurs customers to new ways of thinking—

serendipity even. A case in point can be found at Clemson University, a long-time Novell house and an early 

adopter of Identity Manager solutions within the dynamic user community of a higher-learning institution.  

When network developers at Clemson began exploring ways to fix an overloaded DHCP (Dynamic Host 

Configuration Protocol) application used to track computers and other hardware devices on their network, their 

familiarity with Identity Manager provided the key. With a little help from Identity Manager’s versatile Scripting 

Driver, they soon devised a method to synchronize IP address assignment and hardware recognition through the 

Identity Vault, the robust eDirectory-based object tree used by Identity Manager. 

A Better Way 

Now, whenever one of Clemson’s 25 thousand students, faculty, or staff logs in to the network, the DHCP server 

simply checks to see if that user’s hardware address is on record. If it is unknown, Identity Manager takes over, 

triggering a simple self-service Web page that empowers the user to provide basic registration information and 

quickly move on. 

The Birth of “JuNetSu” 

That could have been where the story ends, but this solution led Clemson and Novell to results much more 

beneficial than basic device registration. Opportunities to extend its use to other network functions surfaced, 

especially regarding a particular dilemma they had been grappling with since 2001. That was the year Clemson 

University committed to a plan to become one of the top-twenty public universities in the U.S.  

Under this vision, the Clemson IT team had been aggressively searching for a way to detect and prevent 

unwanted intrusions into its network—while still providing a redundant, scalable network architecture that is vital 

to open research communities in today’s public universities. Sensing this goal was now within reach, Clemson 

developers adopted a worthy codename for their project. Borrowing from the word Jujitsu, the Japanese martial 

art of self defense, they coined the word JuNetSu and revised its meaning to the art of network defense.   

I d e n t i t y  M a n a g e r  O v e r v i e w  

The Clemson University network team knows Novell eDirectory. Administrators at this leading center of research 

and technology in the northwest corner of South Carolina have been devising innovative ways to leverage the 

versatility of eDirectory since the late 1990s. Even back then, when the product was called Novell Directory 

Services (NDS), they recognized, along with Novell, how eDirectory could become the foundation for a new era 

of products that would manage identity and security in the complex, user-enabled enterprises of the future. 

Given this background, it was a natural progression for Clemson to embrace Novell Identity Manager, which 

relies on eDirectory to maintain the data for managing identity and access for ever-changing user communities. 

If you need a review on the mechanics of Identity Manager, Figure 1 provides a condensed “short course” on the 

product’s key components and data flow. (It should be noted that, while the overview in Figure 1 includes the 

functionality of the Fan-Out driver, this paper’s focus is on the Bidirectional type of driver.) As the figure shows,  

Identity Manager implements its own eDirectory tree as a dynamic clearing house—known as the Identity Vault—

where all objects in the network identity equation can be continuously secured, accessed and updated. 
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F i g u r e  1   Identity Manager Short Course 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glossary 

Bidirectional Driver  Enables translat-
ion of identity and security events 
into commands between a con-
nected system and Identity Man-
ager through both the Subscriber 
and Publisher channels. 

Channel  Path of connections through 
which events are processed into 
commands. 

Connected System  An application, 
directory, database or file on one 
of several supported operating 
system platforms across a net-
work. Each connected system re-
quires a driver to connect to Iden-
tity Manager. 

Designer Application for planning, de-
signing, and exporting enterprise 
identity management configura-
tions. Includes Policy Builder. 

Driver Interface  Exchange of data be-
tween a connected system and an 
Identity Manager driver through 
the use of a common scripting 
program. Depending on the con-
nected system, the scripts access 
information through event sys-
tems, change logs or system que-
ries.   

eDirectory™  Directory services data-
base by Novell that represents 
and controls every user, group 
and device in a network through a 
hieararchy tree of objects and 
attributes. Designed to the X.500 
standard for directory services 
and therefore supports LDAP 
communication protocol.  

Event Cache  Stores all events gener-
ated through eDirectory until they 
are successfully processed. This 
guarantees that no data is lost 
from a bad connection, loss of 
system resources, unavailability 
of a driver, or any other network 
failure. 

Events  Communications about, or 
changes to, user and group ob-
jects in the Identity Vault or a 
connected system. Supported  by 
eDirectory and LDAP, event types 
include add, modify, rename, 
move, delete, change password, 
and query.  

Fan-Out (core) Driver  Enables translat-
ion of identity and security events 
into commands between a con-
nected system and Identity Man-
ager through the Subscriber 
channel. Manages provisioning 
and authentication services to 
each connected system that runs 
Platform Services. Since it only 
receives event messages on the 
Subscriber Channel, the Fan-Out 
driver does not utilize policies in 
the Metadirectory Engine. A sin-
gle core driver can support many 
platforms running Platform Ser-
vices, regardless of platform op-
erating system. 

Filters  Rules in XML for routing events 
through appropriate policies. 

Human Interface  Connection to Iden-
tity Manager components for 
administrator/user manipulation. 

Identity Vault  A separate object tree 
in eDirectory that reflects all us-
ers, groups, and Identity Manager 
components. 

iManager™  Application for administer-
ing eDirectory. Supports an Iden-
tity Manager plug-in for Policy 
Builder.  

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access 
Protocol) A standard network 
protocol for communicating with 
a directory services tree that 
conforms to the X.500 database 
standard. 

Mapping Reconciles data between 
schemas used by eDirectory and 
those of each connected system. 

Metadirectory Engine  The key com-
ponent in Identity Manager, pro-
viding the XML interface that al-
lows drivers to synchronize in-
formation with the Identity Vault. 
Applies filters, policies and rules 
for mapping similar objects and 
attributes between eDirectory 
and connected systems.  

Platform Services  The Fan-Out driver 
component that receives informa-
tion through the Subscriber 
Channel via the Fan-Out core 
driver. 

Policies  Rules in XML for transforming 
events entering a channel into 
one or more commands exiting 
that channel. 

Policy Builder A complete, graphical 
interface for creating and man-
aging the XML policies that define 
the exchange of data between 
the Identity Vault and connected 
systems. Policy Builder is included 
in Designer. It is also added as a 
plug-in to iManager during  Iden-
tity Manager installation. 

Pubisher Channel  Path for events ori-
ginating in a connected system. 

Remote Loader  A component used to 
link communications between 
Identity Manager and one of its 
drivers when the driver resides on 
a separate (remote) system from 
that of the Metadirectory Engine.  

SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)   A standard 
network protocol for secure data 
exchange. Identity Manager uses 
SSL connections for its channel 
processing to remote systems.   

Subscriber Channel  Path for events 
originating in the Identity Vault. 

X.500  Standard specification for an 
object-oriented tree-styled data-
base common among directory 
services products such as eDirec-
tory.  

XML  Standard for exchanging data via 
text-based messages or docu-
ments. Employs mark-up tags to 
richly define and granulate differ-
ent types of data. Identity Man-
ager processes all events as XML 
documents, applying its filters, 
policies, and schema maps as 
XML transformations. 

   

What is  
Identity  
Manager? 

 A comprehensive 
software suite that 
allows organiza-
tions to manage 
the full user life-
cycle, from initial 
hire, through 
ongoing changes, 
to ultimate retire-
ment of the user 
relationship.   

 A data-sharing and 
synchronization 
service that 
enables applica-
tions, directories, 
and databases to 
share information.  

 An integrator of 
scattered digital 
identities across 
systems and orga-
nizational bounda-
ries that enables 
you to establish 
policies governing 
automatic updates 
to designated sys-
tems when 
changes occur 

 A foundation for 
account provi-
sioning, security, 
user self-service, 
authentication, au-
thorization, auto-
mated workflow 
and Web services 
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At the other end of Identity Manager’s data pipeline lives the connected system, which can be any application, 

database, directory or file running anywhere on your network, regardless of its operating system platform. A 

diverse offering of software drivers—including the flexible Scripting Driver highlighted in this paper—renders 

universal connectivity across these systems. 

Sitting between the Identity Vault and each connected system, a Metadirectory Engine translates and processes 

all communications in XML. The Metadirectory Engine is where you apply any filters, policies and data mapping 

rules you need to detect and direct events for  synchronization among all connected systems. 

H o w  t h e  S c r i p t i n g  D r i v e r  D i f f e r s  F r o m  O t h e r  D r i v e r s  

Two Driver Types 

A bidirectional driver is so-named because it establishes dual communication channels (publisher and 

subscriber) between one of your network platforms and the eDirectory-based Identity Vault. In Figure 1,three 

sample platforms use bidirectional drivers; they are named Connected Systems A, B and C. Identity Manager 

offers numerous ready-to-use bidirectional drivers, each one pre-designed for the specific platform it works with. 

For example, you can download a bidirectional driver that is ready to install on a Linux or UNIX platform. Or you 

can download a driver that is ready to work on an IBM mainframe.  

Each of these targeted platform drivers began as a set of maleable scripting templates in the hands of talented 

Novell developers. Years of research, programming, testing and customer feedback has led to a mature library of 

drivers for the mainstream applications and environments you are most likely to run on a robust open systems 

network. 

Scripting Driver Covers The Rest 

But what if you need to connect Identity Manager to a unique application you developed in-house? Maybe you 

want to do more than synchronizing your eDirectory data with the corresponding acount data of UNIX or 

Windows. Here are some examples of more specialized scenarios Identity Manager can handle: 

 If a user sends an e-mail to a particular address or tries to attach a particular file type, it can trigger a script to 

Identity Manager that results in disabling the account.   

 If a user accesses a company-approved Google application, the Google API can communicate with Identity 

Manager to synchronize the user’s account information with eDirectory. 

 If a network administrator with an approved e-mail address sends an e-mail to another predefined address, the 

information in the e-mail, assuming it meets minimum input requirements, can trigger Identity Manager to 

create and activate a new account in eDirectory.  

 

The ability to integrate these specialized tasks with Identity Manager is exactly why Novell has included the 

Scripting Driver in your arsenal of connectivity. 

It allows Identity Manager to communicate with your applications through the universal scripting environments of 

UNIX Shell, Perl*, and Microsoft* VBScript*. If you have a program or utility that can interface with any of these 

languages, the data it produces can be synchronized with Identity Manager and, ultimately, eDirectory. Or 

perhaps you have an off-the-shelf application that comes with its own library of API commands for customization. 

Why not access those commands with Identity Manager scripts?  
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The Identity Manager driver for Scripting runs on a large number of UNIX-based platforms, including Linux, 

Solaris*, AIX*, and HP-UX*. It also comes with a Microsoft Windows* service, which enables it to talk with 

applications running on the Windows platform. 

N e t w o r k  R e g i s t r a t i o n  B e f o r e  I d e n t i t y  M a n a g e r  

Before integrating Identity Manager with its network registration process, the Clemson IT team was already using 

a custom Web application to arbitrate any unknown computers that powered up on the network. A DHCP server 

was programmed to assign such devices a temporary IP address and a special DNS address (see Figure 2). As 

soon as the user of the unknown computer opened a Web browser, triggering a DNS request, the server with the 

special DNS address would fulfill its single purpose: redirect all requests to the Web application.  

F i g u r e  2   Network registration before Identity Manager: redirecting the user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the Web application was on the network, it first displayed a message, explaining that the user would have 

to log in and accept a network agreement (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). 

F i g u r e  3   Network registration before Identity Manager: Web application browser window. 
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After the user accepted the network agreement, he or she was prompted to type in a description of the 

unregistered PC. Next, the Web application parsed data on the DHCP server to get the device’s MAC ID. Finally, 

all collected data was sent to the SQL database to create a record.  

F i g u r e  4   Network registration before Identity Manager: Web application data flow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the record was established, a message displayed, requesting the user to reboot (see Figure 5). 

F i g u r e  5   Network registration before Identity Manager: Web application browser window. 
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F i g u r e  6   Network registration before Identity Manager: updating the DHCP server. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P r o b l e m s  

The old method had two obvious problems. The first was time lag, the second was immediate loss of 

synchronization. 

Time Lag 

Whenever the SQL database received new data, up to 60 seconds might pass before the task of replicating that 

data on the DHCP server even began. Add to that the need to reboot the DHCP server each time it received an 

update, and you can see how the potential always existed for the user to power up his or her computer before 

the DHCP server was ready to recognize it as a registered device. 

Synchronization 

Synchronization was incomplete at best. Once the DHCP server detected the newly registered computer, it 

assigned it a new IP address, immediately rendering it different from the original IP address that was recorded 

for the device in SQL. With the SQL record no longer current, it held little value after its initial use.   

T h e  S o l u t i o n  ( P a r t  1 ) :  B e t t e r  N e t w o r k  R e g i s t r a t i o n  

When developers began scoping ways to improve the network registration process, Clemson network 

administrators, having been early adopters of Identity Manager, were already beginning to envision new ways to 

use the product. Those who were tasked with managing account generation, maintenance and retirement—

especially for the constantly changing user base of a prominent public university—had quickly embraced Identity 

Manager as a boon for automation. 

The basic idea behind improving network registration was simple: replace the SQL database with Identity 

Manager and its object-oriented eDirectory tree known as the Identity Vault. The one roadblock to 

implementation was the lack of a practical means to connect Identity Manager with the DHCP server.  

About that time, Novell released the Scripting Driver. Roadblock removed. 
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Plugging In Identity Manager 

Figures 7 through 9 reconstruct the Clemson Network Registration solution as it essentially operates today since 

replacing the SQL database with Identity Manager. 

Much of the process remains unchanged. The sequence for intercepting an unknown device still uses the DHCP 

server, the DNS server for unregistered devices, and the Web application (see Figure 7).  

Just as before, the DHCP server assigns any unknown device a temporary IP address and a special DNS 

address. What’s different now is that Identity Manager expects reports on such events. The Scripting Driver, 

which is installed on the DHCP server, has been programmed to keep Identity Manager informed.   

As item 4 in Figure 7 shows, before the user of the unknown device ever opens a browser, Identity Manager has 

created an object to represent its network presence in the Identity Vault for immediate tracking.  

When a browser is eventually opened, the process works as before, directing the user to the Web application. 

Only now, the device object is ready and waiting to receive—and communicate—any updates.  

F i g u r e  7   Network registration with Identity Manager: redirecting the user and creating a device object. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

The Web application, still residing on the network, again asks the user to log in (see Figure 8). It also prompts 
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the Web application to go back to the DHCP server to get a device ID (as in Figure 4). The Identity Vault has 
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Further, Identity Manager has been watching these changes. It tells the Scripting Driver to update data on the 

DHCP server to reflect this change in status.  

F i g u r e  8   Network registration with Identity Manager: Web application data flow and updating DHCP server. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So the next time the user turns his or her computer on, the DHCP server knows it is a registered device (see 

Figure 9). It provides the address of the normal DNS server for registered devices and a new IP address.  

The user is now free to browse the network or the Internet, but Identity Manager is still working. That’s because 

something has changed for this device—it has a new IP address. The Scripting Driver reports this change to 

Identity Manager, and the device object is updated to reflect the change.  

No matter how many times the device is reassigned a new IP address, the information in the Identity Vault can 

be depended on for accuracy.  

F i g u r e  9   Network registration with Identity Manager: Updating current IP address with Identity Manager. 
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Code Samples 

For a closer look at the programming behind this network registration application, see the Appendix at the end of 

this paper samples of code that interface with the Scripting Driver. 

T h e  S o l u t i o n  ( P a r t  2 ) :  I n t r u s i o n  D e t e c t i o n  

As noted earlier, the new network registration solution would prove to be a versatile architecture that could be 

used to tackle other problems on the Clemson network. This natural progression began with a simple addition of 

a “stealth” system to facilitate detection and prevention of unwanted intrusions. The stealth system, also 

commonly referred to as a “honeypot,” uses an open source implementation called “honeyd,” which employs a 

block of uncommissioned IP addresses to detect and report unexpected events on a network.  

Once again, the key was the universal Identity Vault tree containing an accurate reflection of all registered 

devices. Any unusual activity detected on the network that could be matched to an IP address could now trigger 

an immediate disconnect of the associated device.  

Figure 10 illustrates how this works in relation to detecting a virus on the network. The stealth system is hidden 

from the rest of the network by assigning it a reserved IP address block that other devices are not aware of. 

Logic follows that rather than receive any communications from other devices on the network, the stealth system 

should simply sit quietly listening but never hearing anything. The inverse of that logic follows that if the stealth 

system does receive an IP hit, something is not right.  

So if a virus takes over a computer on the network (item 1) and begins trying to speak to every system it can, it 

will eventually hit the stealth system. When this happens, the Identity Vault is surveyed for the offending IP 

address, a device match is made and Identity Manager disconnects the infected system. 

And so it is that JuNetSu, the art of network defense, now permeates the environment at Clemson University. 

F i g u r e  1 0   Adding intrusion detection. 
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T h e  S o l u t i o n  ( P a r t  3 ) :  M o r e  P o s s i b i l i t i e s  

Future enhancements are in the pipeline to leverage the information collected by JuNetSu. Again, the common 

thread for implementation involves the addition of data attributes to the existing device objects and using Identity 

Manager to propogate synchronization with other systems and applications (see Figure 11). 

F i g u r e  1 1   Expanding functionality by adding attributes. 
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A p p e n d i x  

S a m p l e  1   Text Output For Registered Device Object 

To give you an idea of the kind of data each device object can collect in the Identity Vault, here is a sample 

LDAP (Light Directory Access Protocol) representation of one object: 

dn: DirXMLjnsuDeviceName=jnsu-00:1e:c2:e2:2d:41,ou=Network Devices,o=jntsu 

DirXMLjnsuUserDN: cn=JGRISWO,ou=students,o=jntsu 

DirXMLjnsuDescription: Griz-iPhone 

DirXMLjnsuRegVersion: 1 

DirXMLjnsuRegAddTime: 1200606575  

DirXMLjnsuDHCPAddress: 172.22.7.27 

DirXML-Associations: cn=DHCP1,cn=jns01DriverSet,o=jntsu#1#jnsu-00:1e:c2:e2:2d:41 

DirXML-Associations: cn=AuditLogger,cn=jns01DriverSet,o=jntsu#1#jnsu-00:1e:c2:e2:2d:41  

DirXMLjnsuDevice: f1da104990e6837f79c234aefcfb6d1e 

DirXMLjnsuHWAddress: 00:1e:c2:e2:2d:41 

objectClass: DirXMLjnsuNetworkDevice 

objectClass: Top 

DirXMLjnsuDeviceName: jnsu-00:1e:c2:e2:2d:4   

 

S a m p l e  2   Perl Code For Publishing To Identity Manager 

Following is a sample of Perl code that interfaces with the Scripting Driver. This particular sequence is used to 

publish DHCP entries to Identity Manager. Most of the lines are devoted to preparing the data for delivery, with 

the real crux of the transaction occurring after line marker A. 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

 

use File::Tail; 

use strict ; 

use SDBM_File ; 

use Fcntl ; 

 

my %hash ; 

my $file; 

my $line; 

my $filename = "/tmp/jnsu-offers"; 

 

tie(%hash, 'SDBM_File', $filename, O_RDWR|O_CREAT, 0640) 

    or die "Cannot open $filename: $!\n" ; 

 

$file=File::Tail->new(name=>"/var/log/messages", maxinterval=>1, adjustafter=>7); 

while (defined($line=$file->read)) { 

   if ($line =~/DHCPOFFER/) { 

      chop($line); 

      my @parts = split(" ", $line); 

      my $ip_addr = $parts[7]; 

      my $hw_addr = $parts[9]; 

 

      my @dev_name = undef; 

      my $dev_name = ""; 

      my $i; 

 

      for ($i = 10; $i < $#parts; $i++) { 

         if ($parts[$i] eq "via") { 

            last; 

         } else { 

            push(@dev_name, $parts[$i]); 

         } 

      } 

      $dev_name = join(" ", @dev_name); 

      chop($dev_name); 

      $dev_name = substr($dev_name, 2, length($dev_name) ); 

      #print "[$ip_addr][$hw_addr][$dev_name]\n"; 

      $hash{$hw_addr} = 1; 

 

  } elsif ($line =~/DHCPACK/) { 

      chop($line); 

      my @parts = split(" ", $line); 
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      my $ip_addr = $parts[7]; 

      my $hw_addr = $parts[9]; 

 

      my @dev_name = undef; 

      my $dev_name = ""; 

      my $i; 

 

      for ($i = 10; $i < $#parts; $i++) { 

         if ($parts[$i] eq "via") { 

            last; 

         } else { 

            push(@dev_name, $parts[$i]); 

         } 

      } 

      $dev_name = join(" ", @dev_name); 

      chop($dev_name); 

      $dev_name = substr($dev_name, 2, length($dev_name) ); 

 

      if (defined $hash{$hw_addr}) { 

         print "[$ip_addr][$hw_addr][$dev_name]\n"; 

 

A        #add to change log 

`/opt/novell/usdrv/bin/usclh -c DirXMLjnsuNetworkDevice -a jnsu-$hw_addr -t add  

      -s jnsu-$hw_addr << EOF 

ADD_DirXMLjnsuDHCPAddress=$ip_addr 

ADD_DirXMLjnsuHWAddress=$hw_addr 

ADD_DirXMLjnsuDeviceName=jnsu-$hw_addr 

ADD_DirXMLjnsuDevice=$dev_name 

`; 

         delete $hash{$hw_addr}; 

      } 

   } 

} 

untie %hash; 

 

Beginning at line marker A, the change log tool usclh is used to submit events to the Identity Manager publisher 

channel. The tool creates an event, which will be picked up published to the Identity Manager engine, where it 

may be processed by policies. The change log tool may be invoked at anytime on the application system. One 

commonly-used technique is to call the change log tool from the polling script, which is executed on the polling 

interval as well. Here, again, is the line from the sample code with descriptions of each parameter: 

 

usclh -c DirXMLjnsuNetworkDevice -a jnsu-$hw_addr -t add -s jnsu-$hw_addr 

 

 -c The object class (DirXMLjnsuNetworkDevice) 

 -a The association string value (jnsu-$hw_addr) for which the event being published describes 

 -t The command type, which may be one of the following:  add, delete, modify, modify-

password, rename, modify-association, status, xds 

 -s The source distinguished name (jnsu-$hw_addr) of the object being published, if this object 

resides in a hierarchical directory structure 

Immediately following the change log command, four attribute values are added. 
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S a m p l e  3   Perl Code For Subscribing To Identity Manager 

Following is another sample of Perl code interfacing with the Scripting Driver. This script is used to add host 

entries to the DHCP server for registered hosts. Four line markers (A , B, C, D) denote key data exchanges that 

are discussed following the code sample. 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

 

use strict; 

use MIME::Base64; 

use OMAPI::CORE; 

use OMAPI::DHCP; 

use Data::Dumper; 

use IDMLib;  # include the IDM Library 

 

# get globals 

our $global_config; 

our %config; 

our $SCRIPT_DIR; 

 

require $SCRIPT_DIR."/"."config.pl"; 

 

my $i = new IDMLib(); 

my $RC = 1; 

my $result = ''; 

 

# Log and Trace some messages 

$i->logger($global_config->{TRACEPRIO}, "add.pl", "add.pl"); 

$i->trace("*** $SCRIPT_DIR/modify.pl ***"); 

 

my $loginkey = $config{'key_name'}.':'.$config{'key'}; 

 

# connect to dhcp server 

my $omapi = new OMAPI::DHCP($config{'servername'}, $config{'port'}, $config{'loginkey'}); 

if (!defined $omapi) { 

A    $i->status_retry("Could not connect to DHCP server with OMAPI"); 

   exit; 

} 

 

B # retrieve variables 

my $class_name = $i->idmgetvar('CLASS_NAME'); 

my $SRC_DN = $i->idmgetvar('SRC_DN'); 

my $SRC_ENTRY_ID = $i->idmgetvar('SRC_ENTRY_ID'); 

 

my @fields; 

@fields = split("\n",$i->idmgetvar('DirXMLjnsuDeviceName')); 

my $hostID = $fields[0]; 

@fields = split("\n",$i->idmgetvar('DirXMLjnsuHWAddress')); 

my $hw_addr = $fields[0]; 

@fields = split("\n",$i->idmgetvar('DirXMLjnsuDDNSPrefix')); 

my $ddns_prefix = $fields[0]; 

@fields = split("\n",$i->idmgetvar('DirXMLjnsuDHCPGroup')); 

my $dhcp_group = $fields[0]; 

@fields = split("\n",$i->idmgetvar('DirXMLjnsuDescription')); 

my $description = $fields[0]; 

@fields = split("\n",$i->idmgetvar('DirXMLjnsuStaticAddr')); 

my $static_addr = $fields[0]; 

my @static_addrs = split("\n",$i->idmgetvar('DirXMLjnsuStaticAddrs')); 

@fields = split("\n",$i->idmgetvar('DirXMLjnsuDisabled')); 

my $disabled = ''; 

$disabled = $fields[0]; 

@fields = split("\n",$i->idmgetvar('DirXMLjnsuRegVersion')); 

my $reg_version = 0; 

C $reg_version = $fields[0]; 

 

if ($class_name ne "DirXMLjnsuNetworkDevice"){ 

  $i->status_error("Unsupported Object Type"); 

  exit 7; 

} 

 

# prepare statements for the addition of the host entry 

my $statements = ""; 

my $options = ""; 
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if ($disabled eq 'true') { 

   $statements .= "\ndeny booting 1;"; 

} 

if ( $ddns_prefix ne '') { 

   $statements .= "\noption host-name \"$ddns_prefix\";"; 

} 

 

if ($statements ne '') { 

   $statements .= "\n"; 

} 

 

$hostID =~tr/\:/-/; 

 

my $options = { 

    'name'                  =>  $hostID, 

    'hardware-address'      =>  $hw_addr 

              }; 

 

if ($statements ne '') { 

   ${$options}{'statements'} = $statements; 

} 

 

if ($static_addr eq "true") { 

 

   ${$options}{'ip-address'} = join(".", @static_addrs); 

 

   # add to dhcp group if present 

   if ($dhcp_group ne '') { 

      ${$options}{'group'} = $dhcp_group; 

   } 

 

} 

 

$result = $omapi->Create_Host ( $options ); 

 

if ($result ne '') { 

D   # The modify was successful 

  $i->idmsetvar("COMMAND", "ADD_ASSOCIATION"); 

  $i->idmsetvar("ASSOCIATION", "jnsu-".$hw_addr); 

  $i->idmsetvar("DEST_DN", $SRC_DN); 

  $i->idmsetvar("DEST_ENTRY_ID", $SRC_ENTRY_ID); 

  $i->idmsetvar("EVENT_ID", time() ); 

  $i->status_success("Added DirXMLjnsuNetworkDevice jnsu-$hw_addr"); 

} 

else{ 

  $i->status_error("Error addding DirXMLjnsuNetworkDevice $hw_addr"); 

} 

 

The code at line marker A is returning status to the Scripting Driver. The block beginning with marker B and 

ending with marker C is getting values from the Scripting Driver. Finally, at line marker D, a set of name-value 

pairs is used to return an association and its status to the driver. 

 

O t h e r  R e s o u r c e s  

Web Site Link 

JuNetSu Project (open source) www.junetsu.org 

Identity Manager Scripting (open source) http://developer.novell.com/wiki/index.php/IdmScripting 

Identity Manager Driver  

documentation, including Scripting Driver 

Implementation Guide 

www.novell.com/documentation/idm35drivers/index.html 

 

http://www.junetsu.org/
http://developer.novell.com/wiki/index.php/IdmScripting
http://www.novell.com/documentation/idm35drivers/index.html
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